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NEW QUESTION: 1
Click the Exhibit button.
Given the following configuration and topology:
What happens when Switch 4 completes its boot cycle and joins the MSTP domain?
A. MSTP does not modify the region configuration, and only traffic for instances 1 and 2 are
carried over trunk links.
B. MSTP updates the region configuration of switches with older revisions and the additional
VLANs are not created.
C. MSTP detects an inconsistency between region configurations by analyzing the digest in the
BPDU, then uses Commons Spanning tree between Switch 1 and Switch 4, and Switch 2 and
Switch 4.
D. MSTP updates the region configuration of the switches with lower revision numbers and
creates additional VLANs.
E. MSTP detects an inconsistency between region configurations by analyzing the digest in the
BPDU, then uses Commons Spanning tree between Switch 1 and Switch 4, and Switch 2 and
Switch 4.
F. MSTP detects an inconsistency between region configurations by analyzing the digest in the
BPDU, then uses Commons Spanning tree between Switch 1 and Switch 4, and Switch 2 and
Switch 4.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which privilege does a user need to view all the documents in the repository using Webtop?
A. Administrator
B. Sysadmin
C. Superuser
D. Coordinator
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following object help to support automatic creation between portfolio and project
management (PPM) and project system (PS)?
NOTE: There are 2correct answers to this question
A. PS profile
B. PS network
C. PS operative project
D. PS standard project
Answer: A,C
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